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Introduction to CCODE
• Centre for Community Organisation and Development
(CCODE)
-was founded in November, 2003 as a support
organization for the organizations of the poor
-the support is mainly demand-driven
• CCODE realizes that long-term changes for poor people
can not be reached without the involvement of the
major players-People, Govt, NGOs, others
• Alliance Partner-Malawi Homeless People’s Federation
who are mobilised around savings and recently mobilised
as networks of general communities.
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•Key components of CCODE’s work
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Malawi in context
•
•
•
•

Population: 13, 077, 160 (NSO 2008)
Annual population growth rate: 3.2%
Malawi is rural based-More than 80%
The rate of urbanization is the 5th
highest in Africa-5.3% (after war torn
countries)
• Main urban centres: Southern Region;Blantyre City and Zomba City; Central
Region;-Lilongwe City; Northern
Region;-Mzuzu City
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Malawi is generally a land constrained
country;
• Total area:
11.8 million ha;
• Land:
9.4 million ha
• Water:
2.4 million ha
• Customary land: 6.2 million ha
• Private land:
1.2 million ha
• Public:
1.8 million ha
(1.1 million ha agricultural estate land)
(300,000 ha is urban land)
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Land management in Malawi
Before Malawi’s declaration as a protectorate by the British all
land was customary/communal.
• At independence in 1964, Malawi’s land as per the Land Act
was designated as;
-customary (rural areas or peri urban areas)
-public, or
-private
• Informality appears when there is land use or “ownership” that
conflicts with these forms of tenure or based on non
conformity to planning requirements (legal as well as
traditional)-a case of informal settlements.
•
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Definitions
• Customary land: It is this land that the Government
recognizes the authority of chiefs and family leaders, though
as per the act, the Government holds supremacy.
• Public land: All land which is occupied, used, or acquired by
the Government and any other land that is not customary
land or private land.
• Private Land: All land which is owned, held, or occupied
under a freehold title, a leasehold title, or a certificate of
claim, or which is registered as private land under the
Registered Land Act.
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The slum upgrading experiences

The process being undertaken
•Mobilisation
•Profiling
•Enumerations
•Mapping
•Planning
•Stakeholder engagement
•Piloting of projects
Pictures: (top to bottom);
-A slum settlement map by communities,
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-Communities opening up a road on
a developed
layout by themselves,
-Capacity building of community leaders on development of community development strategy

Notable points
• More than1.7 Million people live in slum like
conditions representing more than 67% of
urban Ppn
• Most of the infrastructure in slum settlements
is semi-permanent though dilapidated
• Slum upgrading in Malawi is a new conceptinitiatives started in the 2000’s
• CCODEs role has been lobbying and advocacy,
fundraising, showcasing, community
mobilisation
• Breakthrough for Lilongwe City: Informal
Settlement Upgrading Project (ISUP) funded by
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation (BMGF)
Pictures : (top to bottom)

-Some of the housing infrastructure in slums (1&2)
-Enumeration in progress in 2011 Blantyre City Assembly
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-Communities in a lobbying meeting with MPs at Parl. on funds allocation to slum upgrading
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•Land allocation to organised urban poor
groups by some councils through CCODE
and Habitat for Humanity-Malawi
•Informal settlement communities have
taken in-situ planning as a way forward to
lead to settlement development strategy
•The outcomes (maps, layout plans,
profiles and enumeration findings) are
being used for lobbying and advocacy,
budgeting, development of community
development strategy (+dev. control)
Pictures: (top to bottom)
-Houses built by Federation with support from CCODE and Govt targetting the poor
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-Layout plan for land allocated to Federation
Blantyre
City Council (slum prevention)
-An enumeration number on a house in Mzuzu City
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Urban and land reform policy processes in
Malawi

• There are various legal instruments that govern land
administration and Management in Malawi:
-The Lands Act (Cap. 57:01),

-The Registered Land Act (Cap. 58:01),
-The Deeds Registration Act (Cap. 58:02),
-The Land Acquisition Act (Cap. 58:04),
-The Customary Land (Development) (Cap. 59:01),
-The Local Land Board Act (Cap. 59:02),
-The Adjudication of Title Act (Cap. 58:05), and
-The Local Government Act, etc.
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Land reform processes which have been undertaken so
far;
• 1996->Presidential Commission on Land
Reform
• 2002->Malawi National Land Policy (MNLP) was
approved by Parliament. The MNLP
recommended decentralized, marketassisted land reforms in order to improve
efficiency and equity in land administration
and management.
• 2003->Special Law Commission was constituted
to review the Law (currently based on the
Land Act of 1965) .The Commission was
mandated to examine all land related laws.
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• 2004-> The country launched National Land
Reform Programme;
• 2006-> Land related Laws were drafted by the
Special Law Commission.
• 2012-> Land related Bills were approved by
Cabinet
• 2013->Expected the Land related Laws to be
enacted into Law.
• 2013->Urban Policy Framework under
development; This will result into an Urban Policy.
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Expected outcome of the reviewed Land
related Laws







The whole country shall be a planning area;
All land administration and management functions shall be
decentralized to Local Councils;
Establishment of Land tribunals;
Establishment of Land Village Committees where women
shall constitute over 50% of the composition of the
committee;
Formalization of Traditional leaders roles in land
administration and management functions
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THE MALAWI TENURE DIALOGUE
-18th FEBRUARY 2013 IN LILONGWE CITY-

• The Tenure Security Dialogue was an interface between policy
makers and communities on the ground (it ignited collaboration which
we hope will continue)
• The research has already started feeding into the Urban Policy
formulation process; ‘it wasn't just research’
• There is an official way of doing things and another un official way
which is mostly followed in slum settlements and in accessing land

• The Local Govt Act does not recognise Chiefs in Urban Areas
despite a critical development role they play
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• Confusion on definition of slum settlements/village
settlements/informal settlements even within Govt
• The urban poor are ignorant of most land laws-a sign of lack of
sensitisation
• Current systems of tenure are lengthy, cumbersome and hinder the
poor (in terms of costs)

• Local councils need to start providing technical support (planning,
etc) to slum communities
• Create ways of improving land administration and tenure to the
urban poor (i.e. Integrate existing systems in land administration and
management for the urban poor for effectiveness and efficiency)
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Conclusion
• The Urban Policy and the New Land Bill are ‘expected’ to
ease challenges in land administration and management but has
also been criticised-on women issues, chiefs and level of
consultation.
• Slow progress in reviewing and implementation of land related
laws has also hampered land administration and management,
leading to lesser hope for informal settlers.
• Experience in slum upgrading has shown that we have clung to
systems which have not done Malawi any good.
• Advocacy and lobbying are key ingredients in pushing the slum
upgrading and prevention agenda
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“and the next question for Malawi will be what next? Is practicality
going to be included in land management systems and slum
upgrading to improve delivery for all?”
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Thank you!
www.ccodemw.org
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